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About This Game

Your island has been invaded by aliens during the night, take your shotgun, and kick them out!

You play a soldier resting on his native island, but it is quickly overrun by monsters from outer space and no outside help is
available. You put on your mecha armor, take your shotgun and go to find out what happened at the peril of your life.

Alien Blitz is a 3d action-shooter with lots of bullets, missiles, weapons, maps and monsters.

 Action-shooter, 3D top-down view

 Lots of bullets, shooting and monsters, "Bullet hell"

 3 difficulty settings + 2 new game + modes

 37 maps + 4 secret maps + Steam Workshop maps

 14 upgradeable weapons (improve accuracy, damage, reload time and bullet speed)

 Experience and leveling
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 Level editor + Steam Workshop
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It's like CS;GO but it's 2D and you can bend time. Also, there are significantly less Russians.. D.A.R has a really cool design and
an awesome voice, however he doesn't have unquie animations, instead he moves and walks like a human and it looks off.

Overall great skin!. The combat holds up but the rest of the game is extremely jarring by today's standards. Not even talking
about the 2005 era graphics but the level lingering for 5-6 seconds after you complete it, with a hardcut to the menu screen and
the audio not fading in or out just makes it overall pretty unpleasant. It's certainly not worth the $10 asking price 12 years after
release.. My childhood evergreen games...
But goddamn have to do refund, related to technical issue.

The major problem is the mouse controls, which is so slow and unresponsive, makes game unplayable.
The funny thing is, when I downloaded the pirated version (no Steam, DRM free), it has no problem like these. LOL.
So the conclusion, it is very solid game and very entertaining, but runs poorly when sold on Steam. Better You buy it directly
from Popcap.. I love this game! The graphics are good and it scares the crap out of people when they try it. The guns feel good
to shoot and the objectives are fun. I beat it a year ago and came back to it to find new levels and updates. Thanks for one of the
best VR Zombie wave shooters!. Watching the video seemed like it could be fun. Playing it though is a another story. It is a
whole lot of fun! I'm glad I have a Vive waterproof cover because you will sweat playing this one! I've only played on the
normal difficulty so far but keep coming back for more. I've found myself jumping to grab an item that is thrown my way. So
even with the cartoon color pallet, it is still immersive and fun. Best $3 I've spent in a long time! The only complaint I have
about this game is how goofy you look playing it. If someone walks in on you playing this game not seeing what you're actually
doing, you do look silly :) Thanks to the developers for making this fun cost effective game!. I was hoping for a game just like
Zup! series of games, and this game and its sequel do come close. The problem is with the clunky 3D perspective. Sometimes
you are supposed to win, but don't because the rendering of pieces isn't cleanly done. Still... it's pretty good, especially for the
price. I recommend Zup! over this instead though.. its a bullet hell, i love bullet hell's
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Very low quality and low effort third person game. Just avoid it and you will live longer and happier.. A fun game to play when
you are bored and want a bit of a challenge but wouldn't recommend playing it for hours as it gets quite boring but overall great
game.. This route comes with so many trains! Great for starters to train simulator.

(Feel free to add me as a friend). Really bad music.. I love this game! It's really adictive and challanging. I like that it's very
strategic and cooperative, you really have to think your moves in order to complete the levels. Also the caracters are really funny
and the scenarios are awesome with lots of sorprises.
I really recommend it ; ). Just as many have said before, if you liked The Room/The Room 2, you'll like this one. No, it's not
perfect, as there are many times you can tell it wasn't completely optimized for a mouse: camera control and manipulation of
items that just don't work very well (looking at the astrolabe in particular). However, these issues are more annoyances than
detriments to progress. It's a pretty game with good puzzles, though I really wish it would've been longer, both due to the price
point AND due to the fact that I was enjoying myself and simply didn't want the game to end yet. Regardless, I'm looking
forward to more like this (i.e. The House of Da Vinci 2), but will definitely be looking into anything similar that Blue Brain
Games brings along in the future.
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